Weaving a Social Tapestry for Your Library
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Weaving
...include...
...integral part...
...story or pattern...
...interconnected...
...style or manner...

“I Spy” Book Quilt by Terry Kennedy
organization...meet each other...informal...particular group

Detail of a dining scene from The Bayeux Tapestry
Note...
Tapestries

• present beautiful landscapes...

• created by the hands of a few...

• for viewing by the many.
On the Back

• things can get pretty messy...

• as all the work gets done there...

• the back builds the landscape.

Tournai tapestry
Remember the Back of the Tapestry...
The Net provides all with an incredible landscape for the creation of digital tapestries...
The Net provides all with an incredible landscape for the creation of digital tapestries...

the challenge for us is to harness the passion and knowledge of library staff AND patrons to provide the tools and services to help weave these tapestries.
World of Information

- $32^6$ books
- $750^6$ articles/essays
- $25^6$ songs
- $500^6$ images
- $4^6$ videos/short films
- $100^9$ public websites

Modified from Scan This Book! KEVIN KELLY New York Times: May 14, 2006
“Once text is digital, books seep out of their bindings and weave themselves together. The collective intelligence of a library allows us to see things we can’t see in a single, isolated book.”
3 Questions...
When will all that Stuff be digital?
How will we access all that digital Stuff?
What happens to libraries when all the Stuff is digital?
Web 2.0

Leveraging the Net as a framework to build community and knowledge, with data as the bricks enabling creation of durable services and resources accessible to all systems and people, resulting in an ever-evolving and rich user-centric experience.
Library 2.0

All about library users -- keeping those we have while actively seeking those who do not currently use our services. It’s about embracing those ideas and technologies that can assist libraries in delivering services to these groups, and it’s about participation.

Michael Casey
2.0 Threads
Let’s Talk

Communications tools:
- IM
- Chat
- Forums
- Blogs
- Wikis
Many Hands

- Folksonomies
- Tag Clouds
- Bookmarking
- Shared citations
- Facets
- Search Clouds
- MMOGs
Web Authoring at the University of Prince Edward Island
» Welcome  Getting started  Terms
» Recent entries  Search
» People  Categories  Tags

News & Tips

ECMA 2007 in Halifax
By radio@upei
Radio@UPEI brought its' online goodness to ECMA 2007, had a great time and came back with tonnes of video.
Check out the videos!
More about the project

Tuition roll-back announced
By Ryan Palmer
Provincial Treasurer Mitch Murphy delivered the annual budget address this afternoon. In it, he highlight some major items of interest to students at UPEI.

Thoughts on the budget
By Jim Sentance
Economics Professor Jim Sentance weighs in with some thoughts on the recent provincial budget.

Featured Posts

Weblogs@UPEI
» Business School UPEI- New Building
» How is everyone?
» My "Best of" Weblogs@UPEI Text!
» Rooms for Rent
» Last Minute Subletter Plea (REVISED!!)
» Tea profiteering at the library
» Gaston Lafleur - In Your Dreams

radio@UPEI all entries
» May Centred Screening - The Finale!
» Radio@UPEI Apologizes
» John Connolly and Matthew de Zoete at Babas - April 24 (AUDIO)
» John Connolly and Matthew de Zoete - Live at Radio@UPEI
» ECMA 2007: The Gala

The Cadre
» Ashley Clarke’s Year to Remember
» Student Union Budget
» UPEI perimeter road getting worse by the day
» And the female athlete of the year is.... Amber Dawn Petrie!
MAY 06, 2007

| Internet Archive Toolkit |

Heritrix/Wayback/NutchWAX

I have started taking a look at the Internet Archive open source toolkit for creating web archives, especially the Heritrix/Wayback/NutchWAX trio, which would allow one to create a specialized web archive site. UPEI is working on a proposal to create just such an archive for PEI provincial/municipal sites and documents, so I am curious if this would be the way to go. I would be interested in hearing from anybody else who is using/investigating the Internet Archive toolkit for this kind of project.

Scrapped from Web Archiving Blog

Email this • Save to del.icio.us • Digg This! • Connotea This

Posted at 10:54 AM in Digitization & Archives, Open Source • Permalink | Comments (0) | TrackBack (0)

Wiki Forking - No, its Not a New Salad

Citizendum: Sanger on Edge.org
I have started taking a look at the Internet Archive open source toolkit for creating web archives, especially the Heritrix/Wayback/NutchWAX trio, which would allow one to create a specialized web archive site. UPEI is working on a proposal to create just such an archive for PEI provincial/municipal sites and documents, so I am curious if this would be the way to go. I would be interested in hearing from anybody else who is using/investigating the Internet Archive toolkit for this kind of project.

Scraped from Web Archiving Blog
an overview of the issues and opportunities associated with this important issue. One of the core goals of UPEI's VRE project is the development of a long-term framework for the stewardship of research output. You can get some additional information on the efforts of Burton's group at the Australian Partnership for Sustainable Repositories website.

By miegott at 2007-04-15 14:33 | miegott's blog | Add new comment | Read more

- The relationships between science, technologies and their industrial exploitation: An Illustration through the myths and realities of the so-called 'European Paradox'
- Molecular dynamics in a grid computing environment: experiences using DL_POLY_3 within the eMinerals science project
- Managing information quality in e-Science using Semantic Web technology
- Does eScience need digital libraries?

Mark's Blog
- Internet Archive Toolkit
- Wiki Forking - No, its
Del.icio.us Clouds

Popular tags on del.icio.us

This is a tag cloud - a list of tags where size reflects popularity.
sort alphabetically | by size

net ajax apple architecture art article audio blog blogs book books business car china
community computer cool css culture database design development diy download economics
education energy english entertainment environment fashion fic film finance firefox flash flickr food
free freeware fun funny gallery game games google graphics green hardware health history
home hosting howto html humor icons illustration images imported inspiration interesting internet
java javascript jobs language learning library lifehacks linux mac magazine maps marketing math
mckay/sheppard media mobile movies mp3 music myspace news online opensource osx perl
photo photography photos photoshop php politics portfolio productivity programming
python rails recipes reference research resources ruby rubyonrails science search security
seo sga shopping slash social software tech technology tips tool tools toread
travel tutorial tutorials tv twitter ubuntu video videos visualization web web2.0
webdesign webdev wiki wikipedia windows wordpress work writing youtube

(red tags are tags you share with everyone else)
MyILS

- Traditional ILS systems are on their way out
- Before they leave, some innovation will happen:
  - patron tagging
  - bib-comments
- WPopac a good example
Community

- The emergence of community-driven CMSs like Drupal and Plone will have a big impact.
- Combination of ease of creation and collaborative environment is key.
A Barn In New England : Making A Home On Three Acres

2001 / book / Joseph Monninger

author:

- Monninger, Joseph

subjects:

- Monninger, Joseph
- Monninger, Joseph — Family
- Warren (N.H.) — Social life and customs
- Country life — New Hampshire — Warren
- Warren (N.H.) — Biography
- Barns — Conservation and restoration — New Hampshire — Warren
- Buildings — New Hampshire — Warren — Repair and reconstruction
- Warren (N.H.) — Buildings, structures, etc
- Natural history — New Hampshire — Warren
- PSU FACULTY PUBLICATIONS

subject keys:

- Monninger, Joseph
- Family
- Warren (N.H.)
- Social life and customs
- Country life
- New Hampshire
- Warren
- Biography
- Barns
- Conservation and restoration
- Buildings
The beauty of the New England countryside, the joys of forming a new family, and the adventure of renovating a nineteenth-century barn come together in Joe Monninger’s warm and evocative memoir of home and hearth. When the author and his black Labrador, and Wendy and her eight-year-old son, move into a 6,000-square-foot barn in New Hampshire, they fall in love with the building, not realizing how much work it will take to remodel—let alone heat—their new home. While building a fence, putting in a garden, renovating the house, and exploring the land, the author finds his family’s new life rooted in the area’s old traditions, learning the history of covered bridges and New England’s witchy past. They discover the best way to trim the grass (sheep), the delight of moving a 14-foot Christmas tree into their living room, and the spooky fun of holding a seance for Halloween. With the charms of New England front and center, this endearing memoir captures the pleasures large and small of making a new place your own.

(Book descriptions and reviews provided by Amazon.com)

• Search inside this book via Amazon.com:

(search inside the book not available for all books -- information & FAQ)

tags: barns, barns — conservation and restoration — new hampshire — warren, biography, buildings, buildings — new hampshire — warren — repair and reconstruction, buildings, structures, etc, conservation and restoration, country life, country life — new hampshire — warren, family, monninger, joseph, monninger, joseph — family, natural history, natural history — new hampshire — warren, new hampshire, psu faculty publications, repair and reconstruction, social life and customs, warren, warren (n.h.), warren (n.h.) — biography, warren (n.h.) — buildings, structures, etc, warren (n.h.) — social life and customs

Related:

» Historic Structure Report : Old New Hampshire Statehouse, Portsmouth, NH.
» The History Of Warren : A Mountain Hamlet Located Among The White Hills Of New Hampshire

Casey Says:
January 20th, 2006 at 9:48 am

Wow! I live in Warren and pass Joe’s converted barn every day. I had no idea we had such a wonderfully talented writer here.

A Barn In New England « MaisonBisson.com Says:
January 20th, 2006 at 9:56 am

[…] I just re-read Joe Monninger’s A Barn In New England and I’m again captivated by the tale. We’re discussing the memoir in our reading group this month and I’m really looking forward to it. […]

Scott Says:
March 27th, 2006 at 11:00 pm

Ah… if only we all had three acres. Or even a slew of casey clones to help us make great WebOPACs!

Library clips :: OPAC in a blog and library 2.0 :: May :: 2006 Says:
May 1st, 2006 at 11:47 pm

[…] Here's a live example of a library record (this is a permalink): […]

Deep Codes » Re: Prototypical Library 2.0 OPAC Entry Says:
May 6th, 2006 at 8:29 am


::digital||divide:: » » I cataloghi delle biblioteche dovrebbero essere come […]
Ah... if only we all had three acres. Or even a slew of casey clones to help us make great WebOPACs!

**Library clips :: OPAC in a blog and library 2.0 :: May :: 2006** Says:

May 1st, 2006 at 11:47 pm

[...] Here's a live example of a library record (this is a permalink): [...] 

**Deep Codes » Re: Prototypical Library 2.0 OPAC Entry** Says:

May 6th, 2006 at 8:29 am


**..:digital||divide:.. » » I cataloghi delle biblioteche dovrebbero essere come i blog** Says:

May 16th, 2006 at 5:28 am

[...] Un esempio? eccolo. Ma se avete tempo leggetevi tutto l'articolo... si parla anche dei microformat usati delle API e di RSS, ATom e RDF... [...] 

**Leave a Reply**

Name (required)

Mail (will not be published) (required)

Website

Submit Comment

Entries (RSS) and Comments (RSS).
Introduction to the UPEI VRE

Welcome to the University of Prince Edward Island's VRE project. VRE stands for Virtual Research Environment and is our framework for supporting the various research initiatives at UPEI. The VRE is being developed by the Robertson Library in conjunction with our research partners, all of which are linked to above.

By admin at 2006-12-04 14:52 | Read more

Researchers' use of academic libraries and their services

A new report from the UK talks about how researchers use academic libraries and what the expectations are for the evolution of the library services.

http://www.rin.ac.uk/researchers-use-libraries

By mleggott at 2007-04-20 02:41 | mleggott's blog

Avoiding a Digital Dark Age

Adrian Burton has a good general piece on data/research archives providing an overview of the issues and opportunities associated with this important issue. One of the core goals of UPEI's VRE project is the development of a

By mleggott at 2007-04-20 02:41 | mleggott's blog
Introduction to the UPEI VRE

Welcome to the University of Prince Edward Island’s VRE project. VRE stands for Virtual Research Environment and is our framework for supporting the various research initiatives at UPEI. The VRE is being developed by the Robertson Library in conjunction with our research partners, all of which are linked to above.

By admin at 2006-12-04 14:52 | 1 comment | Read more

Researchers’ use of academic libraries and their services

A new report from the UK talks about how researchers use academic libraries and what the expectations are for the evolution of the library services.

http://www.rin.ac.uk/researchers-use-libraries

By mleiggott at 2007-04-20 02:41 | mleiggott's blog | Add new comment

Avoiding a Digital Dark Age

Adrian Burton has a good general piece on data/research archives providing an overview of the issues and opportunities associated with this important issue. One of the core goals of UPEI’s VRE project is the development of a

VRE RefWorks

- Open science in environmental health research
- The relationships

-
long-term framework for the stewardship of research output. You can get some additional information on the efforts of Burton's group at the [Australian Partnership for Sustainable Repositories](http://www.arsitec.com.au) website.

By mlegott at 2007-04-15 14:33 | mlegott's blog | Add new comment | Read more

Canada Foundation for Innovation
Fondation canadienne pour l’innovation
www.innovation.ca

between science, technologies and their industrial exploitation:
An illustration through the myths and realities of the so-called 'European Paradox'

- Molecular dynamics in a grid computing environment: experiences using DL_POLY_3 within the eMinerals science project
- Managing information quality in e-Science using Semantic Web technology
- Does eScience need digital libraries?

Mark's Blog

- Scholarship in an age of participation
- ProgrammableWeb: Mashups and the Web as Platform
- Avoiding a Digital Dark Age
- Anchorman
- VRE Version 3

more

dave's Blog

- Disposable Learning Objects
- Reserved for Social
This is not a web site!
... this is a laboratory.

VRE-MHL-α is a Virtual Research Environment based on the concept of open research space. The future of science is open and here we deliberately explore the opening of the research process and how this applies to our community. We are still in the alpha phase.

By Franck Berthe at 2007-02-07 13:06 | Add new comment | Read more

Claming's back!

0:36 minutes (845.35 KB)

Now that we have had few nice and sunny days in a row, I am not feared anymore... listen to our first claming session this April: North river in a gust!

By Franck Berthe at 2007-04-27 10:09 | Add new comment | Download audio file | 5 downloads | 8 plays

The mollusk

Yes, the song seems a bit awkward but it is sweet as we like it. More than
This is not a web site!

... this is a laboratory.

VRE-MHL-α is a Virtual Research Environment based on the concept of open research space. The future of science is open and here we deliberately explore the opening of the research process and how this applies to our community. We are still in the alpha phase.

By Frank Berthe at 2007-02-07 13:06 | Add new comment | Read more

2006 Pictures 013_0.jpg
Claming's back!

Now that we have had few nice and sunny days in a row, I am not feared anymore... listen to our first claming session this April: North river in a gust!

The mollusk

Yes, the song seems a bit awkward but it is sweet as we like it. More than anything else, it is entitled... the mollusk. Enjoy this piece from Ween!
**Ref ID:** 7354  
**Ref Type:** Journal  
**Source Type:** Electronic  
**Authors:** Kitamura, Shin-Ichi; Ko, Jin-Yong; Lee, Wol-La; Kim, Seok-Ryei; Song, Jun-Young; Kim, Dong-Kyu; Jung, Sung-Ju; Oh, Myung-Joo  
**Title:** Seasonal prevalence of lymphocystis disease virus and aquabirnavirus in Japanese flounder, Paralichthys olivaceus and blue mussel, Mytilus galloprovincialis  
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Japanese flounder, Paralichthys olivaceus, is the most important commercial fish in Korea, and viral diseases in this fish cause important economic losses. To control fish viral diseases, an understanding of the viral dynamics in the host fish and also in viral vectors and/or reservoirs is needed. In this study, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to investigate seasonal changes of lymphocystis disease virus (LCDV), aquatic birnavirus (ABV), viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus (VHSV) and megalocytivirus in Japanese flounder. Level of antibody titres in flounder sera against ABV was also determined by a neutralization test. In addition, because wild blue mussel Mytilus galloprovincialis is considered a candidate for the vector and/or reservoir of the viruses, PCR was performed to determine if viruses were present in the shellfish collected near the aquaculture facilities. During the course of fish development from juvenile size to commercial size, ten fish and ten shellfish were collected monthly from a Korean aquaculture farm. They were used for virus detection by PCR. Sera from the fish collected at the end of the study were examined for antibody titers. Neither megalocytivirus nor VHSV was detected by PCR in any of the fish or shellfish collected throughout the experimental period. LCDV was detected in the fish collected in August and November, and the detection rates of the virus were 50% and 10%, respectively. Regarding the two peaks of virus detection, LCDV most probably extensively replicates in Japanese flounder in summer, when the water temperature is around 20 °C because the virus can grow from 20 to 25 °C in cell lines such as HINAE and GCO. In winter, the virus would have been able to replicate in the fish that had not previously acquired antibodies against the virus. ABV was detected in 10% of the fish collected in July and August. Although the ABV detection rate was low in the fish during the observation period, almost all the fish collected in November had neutralization antibody titers (> 1:128). The fish may acquire neutralization antibodies against the virus during seeding production, because the disease primarily occurs in hatcheries in Korea, and/or in aquatic environments, such as seawater, where the virus is quite common. ABV was also detected in blue mussels around the same time that the virus was detected in the fish, suggesting that the shellfish may be a vector and/or reservoir for the virus.
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Seasonal prevalence of lymphocystis disease virus and aquabirnavirus in Japanese flounder, Paralichthys olivaceus and blue mussel, Mytilus galloprovincialis - Japanese flounder, Paralichthys olivaceus, is the most important commercial fish in Korea, and viral diseases in this fish cause important economic losses. To control fish viral diseases, an understanding of the viral dynamics in the host fish and also in viral vectors and/or reservoirs is needed. In this study, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to investigate seasonal changes of lymphocystis disease virus (LCDV), aquatic bimavirus (ABV), viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus (VHSV) and...
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From Here to There
Slow Library

- A Philosophy
- A Movement
- An Approach
- A Community
- A Blog

slowlibrary.ca
Education

Everyone and Everywhere
Community

Participate and Preserve
Local

Small-Scale and Granular
People

Capacity and Passion
Enjoyment

Savour the Unexpected
All About People

- To see success, need to focus on both sides of the tapestry...
- and not worry if the threads emerge on both sides
- Recognize passion & skills of both staff and patrons
- Build community around information
Staff Threads: Ethic

- Dorothy Peters:
  - Over 25 years UPEI
  - Various units
  - Learning InDesign
  - Excited, overwhelmed
  - Off The Shelf 1st project
Staff Threads: Passion

- Grant Johnson:
  - Less than 3 years UPEI
  - CS and Library
  - Systems Manager
  - Anthropology BA
  - Learning on the job
  - Unicorn, Web, Linker, Federated Search, OS applications
Patron Thread

- Give patrons access to the threads
- Capitalize on the desire to participate and share knowledge
- Build tools into the traditional library sites
- Integrate library tools into the places where patrons go
Remember the Labs?

What's the Message from this Image?
Everyone is a Patron...
Everyone is a Patron...

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

Where Dogs Have Their Day

By Michael Mason
Photographs by Catherine Karnow

Life is a royal ride for dogs in San Francisco's Marina district, where canines outnumber kids.
Community Thread

- Build tools to share, new knowledge will come naturally
- Community, like the back of the tapestry can be messy, but the final result is awesome
- Leverage power of many, create threads...
- Weavers and Weavings will emerge.
Questions?

Mark Leggott::University of Prince Edward Island::LoomWare.ca